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Violet Dennison deals with the dynamism and fragility of complex technological
and biological systems. Her installations refer to ecosystems and infrastructures
that permeate and shape our lived environments in ways that often go unnoticed.
Kunstverein Freiburg will display Dennison’s first institutional solo exhibition in
Germany.
Dennison’s works are mostly sculptural, with her installations integrating digital
codes, technical systems or biological organisms. Microorganisms for example are
the protagonists of her solo exhibition Transcend at the gallery Jan Kaps (2017),
which played on fears of terrorist attacks, contamination and infection. One
installation, made of metal pipes and seagrass, which was contaminated with
traces of toxins and heavy metals from the ocean, stretched across several walls.
For another work in this exhibition, Dennison rerouted the waste water from the
sink of the gallery’s restroom into the exhibition space, where it formed a puddle of
suds with dirt and bacteria. By intruding into the waste water system, she
sabotaged a gigantic infrastructure, into which the gallery space is integrated.
In her artworks – created especially for the exhibition at Kunstverein Freiburg – the
artist works with coding techniques, as well as methods of information storage and
transfer. She continues her sculptural examination of incomprehensible systems
and their material manifestations, hacking technologies, combining high-tech with
the occult. The Kunstverein’s exhibition hall hosts three woven sculptures, made
from plastic and metal, reminiscent of oversized baskets. The structure of the
weaving is based on a personal memoir of the artist, specifically excerpts from the
fourth chapter, which got translated into a binary code made of knots. Two sound
installations composed of smartphone speakers and cables are spreading in a grid
across the walls. They use a new technology, to transmit data via sound (“dataover-sound technology”), which can be used for example with smart phones in
addition to transmission technologies like Wi-fi or Bluetooth. Digitally coded the
sound waves transmit prophecies made by a spiritual medium about the artist’s
future. Yet some of the transmissions are in high-frequencys inaudible to humans
and can only be decoded by machines. Conversely a printer, hacked by Dennison,

takes invisible, yet potentially always accessible data streams, and makes them
partially visible again by printing out protocols from the Kunstverein’s Wi-fi.
In a world increasingly determined by digital megastructures, in which biospheres
and infospheres merge into one another, Dennison investigates possibilities of
self-expression, as well as communication and interaction with such systems.
Codes and information technologies thus become structures, that are imbedded in
and incorporate human life and it’s subjective expressions, but at the same time act
upon it as material agents following their own machine regularities.

Violet Dennison (*1989, USA) lives and works in New York City.
Solo exhibitions (s) and group exhibitions (g) (selection):
2019: Tell me how to feel, Kunsthall Stavanger, Norway (s); 2018: Songs for
Sabotage, New Museum Triennial, New Museum, New York (g); 6th Moscow
International Biennale for Young Art, Moscow (g); Schau 5, Kunsthaus Kollitsch,
Klagenfurt, Austria (g); Dinner that night, Bureau, New York (g); 2017: Transcend,
Jan Kaps, Cologne, Germany (s); 2016: Cos only Difference can return my friend, 83
Pitt Street, New York (g); 2015: Limited Liability Corporation, Frankfurt, Berlin,
Germany (g); O Earth, O Earth, Return! Allen and Eldridge, New York (s); 2014: To
do as one would, David Zwirner, New York (g); Jan Kaps, Cologne, Germany (s).

Opening night
Fri, 07.06.2019, 7 pm
Introduction: Heinrich Dietz, director

Public programme
Sat, 08.06.2019, 3 pm
Talk with Violet Dennison and Rindon Johnson
Sun, 16.06.2019, 2 – 4 pm
Children’s Workshop
(registration required)
Thu, 27.06.2019, 7 pm
Curator’s Tour with Heinrich Dietz
Tue, 09.07.2019, 7 pm
Occult Technologies
Panel discussion with Eberhard Bauer, Wolfgang Fach and Andreas Fischer
Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health (IGPP)
Thu, 11.07.2019, 7 pm
Guided Tour

We are happy to provide additional information and print-quality images upon
request.
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